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WORKSHOP ON INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS RELATED 

TO SOLAR PV POWER GENERATION AND OPERATING 

SOLAR PV PLANTS IN DESERT ENVIRONMENTS 

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is witnessing major growth of solar PV 

installation. With this growth, it is crucial for managerial and technical personnel in 

charge of solar PV projects to have adequate understanding of the numerous 

international standards and the practice of standardization related to solar PV. Unique 

challenges to operating solar PV plants in desert environments, such as soiling loss due 

to dust accumulation on PV modules, should also be of interest to owners and 

operators. 

In this workshop Mr. Liang Ji, a world-renowned expert in solar PV standards and a 

member to many of standardization committees, will give a short course on the various 

current and proposed standards established by the International Electrotechnical 

Commission (IEC) that are related to solar photovoltaics. He will describe the 

background and the technical significance of these standards, how they are applied in 

the various stages of solar PV projects, the standardization workflow, and some unique 

aspects of the MENA region as pertinent to solar PV standardization. 

Also, in this workshop, Prof. Hiroyuki Kawamoto and Prof. Bing Guo will give lectures 

on cleaning PV modules for mitigation of soiling loss. Prof. Kawamoto will focus on 

electrostatic technologies that have been under development for dust removal from PV 

modules. Prof. Guo will give an overview of mechanical cleaning and report the 

development of an electrodynamic dust shield (EDS) technology in Qatar.  

This workshop will be valuable for professionals who are interested in solar PV projects 

from management, financial, or technical standpoints. 
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Agenda 

8:00 am – 8:30 am Registration 

8:30 am – 10:30 am Standards Related to Solar PV (Mr. Liang Ji) 

10:30 am – 11:00 am Coffee Break 

11:00 am – 12:00 pm Electrostatic Cleaning of Solar Panels of Mega Solar Power 

Plants (Dr. Hiroyuki Kawamoto) 

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm PV Module Cleaning Technologies and Electrodynamic Dust 

Shield Field Tests in Qatar (Dr. Bing Guo) 

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm Lunch 

2:00 pm – 3:00 pm Discussions 
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Speakers 

 

LIANG JI, Primary Designated Engineer for Renewable Energy, UL LLC 

Mr. Liang Ji is a Primary Designated Engineer for Renewable Energy at the global safety certification 

company UL LLC. He has extensive international experiences in standardization related to solar energy. 

Since 2000, he has been the Assistant Secretary of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 

Technical Committee for Solar Photovoltaic Energy Systems (TC 82), and a member of Working Groups 

for Modules, Non-concentrating (WG2), PV Systems (WG3), Balance-of-System Components (WG6), 

Concentrator Modules (WG7), and PV Cells (WG8). He has also been the United States Technical Advisory 

Group (USTAG) for IEC TC 82 since 2000. He is the convenor of IEC System for Conformity Testing and 

Certification of Electrical Equipment (IECEE) Committee of Testing Laboratories, Expert Task Force 9 

(CTL EFT 9). Since 2007, he has been a technical assessor of IECEE, and becoming a Lead Assessor of 

IECEE in 2009. Since 2004, he has been a member of the American Society for Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) E44 committee for Solar, Geothermal and Other Alternative Energy Sources, serving as Vice 

Chairman 2009 – 2012. Since 2006, he has been a member of the Standardization Administration of 

China, Technical Committee 90 (SAC TC90): Solar Photovoltaic Energy Systems. Since 2008, he has been a 

member of SAC TC 342: Fuel cell and Electrochemical Flow Cell. Mr. Ji received his B.S. in applied physics 

from Hehai University, China and his M.S. in mechanical engineering from Arizona State University, USA. 
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HIROYUKI KAWAMOTO, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Waseda University 
 

Dr. Kawamoto is currently a professor at Waseda University in Tokyo. He received his BS in Electrical 

Engineering from Hiroshima University and PhD in Mechanical Engineering from Tokyo Institute of 

Technology. He worked for Hitachi as a Senior Engineer and Fuji Xerox as a Research Fellow before 

joining Waseda University in 1999. He is a Fellow of the Society for Imaging Science and Technology, 

Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers, and The Imaging Society of Japan. He has received numerous 

awards from these societies and various conferences and foundations. His primary research focus is 

dynamics of electromagnetic particles and its application for imaging technology, microfabrication, and 

micromachines. In recent years, based on toner dynamics technology Dr. Kawamoto has been 

investigating the mitigation and utilization of lunar regolith for long-term lunar and planetary exploration 

under collaboration with NASA and JAXA. 
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BING GUO, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University at Qatar 

Dr. Bing Guo is an Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Texas A&M University at Qatar. His 

research currently focuses on soiling loss in solar power generation due to dust accumulation and its 

mitigation. Dr. Guo’s other research interests involve shock tube measurement of liquid fuel combustion, 

machine learning, aerosol formation in reacting flows, nanomaterial synthesis, health effects of 

nanoparticles, aerosol sampling, computational fluid dynamics of aerosol flows, and particulate air 

pollution. He also consults on stack sampling for the nuclear power industry. Dr. Guo has over 40 peer-

reviewed journal publications and a number of conference papers. He teaches courses in 

thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, as well as research methods. 

Dr. Guo received his bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees in thermal engineering from Tsinghua 

University, China. 

 


